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Grand Theft Auto: Vice City coincided with the 10th anniversary of its release, finally launching the second series of GTA3. As a crime-themed action game, GTA3 is renowned for its excellent level of freedom, tracking that players who have come into contact with this game will be amazed at their ability to
play, and players can do whatever they want in the game Things , such as grab car grab bank and so on. All this gives players a subversive impression of traditional action game thinking, other than traditional one-dimensional action games, and GTA3 as a milestone throughout the series, depicting an
even deeper level of freedom into an unprecedented field , let the player get the real liberation in the game, do not have to worry to vent, the real explanation of the word released. -APKAward.com Game tells the story of the gangster in the background of Miami in 1986 in the United States, protagonist
Tommy Vercetti was originally a gangster in bastard, but under the opportunity to send bosses to see Marx, and then took over the site. The map of so-called evil cities is precisely miami's southern port city in the United States. Due to its ports in areas where drugs are rampant such as Cuba and
Colombia, drug trafficking prevailed in the 1980s. The story of the game is based on how this happens. The game uses a high degree of freedom of 3D perspective, rendering the city scene like a resort, people's clothes and vehicles are revealing the bursts of the retro atmosphere of the 1980s, while the
soundtrack games are also pop-style , in more than 90 classic songs of the 80s appear in different scenes, giving players a more role-playing feel in the game. The game also continues along the GTA series boasting free mode, players can step by step based on the main missions to improve their
reputation and influence, and the game does not have a difficult line to complete the mission, you can choose step by step, you can also all the way Sing , thoroughly implement the core principle of bad guys - grab a good car rampage, and even choose to hit the smashed banks for burning. It can be said
that for this authentic original inherits all the advantages of the former, super liberal level worthy of the name of the GTA series milestone. As a switching job, the GTA3 in terms of ease of operation and lens control has done quite well, adapting well to the phone platform, without adaptation, such as the
car after braking, reversing and speaker is a button a function All forms step by step set in the interface , combat, driving and shooting activities are fully integrated. If you think it is not used, it is also possible to make adjustments in settings, location of virtual rockers and set modes to facilitate the habit of
operation their own. The game supports 8 different languages, but without the Chinese version, to control the GTA task I'm afraid of me to spend some time to study, but in the past the map is still very clear logo, clear, so do not understand the task does not matter, completely You can go through the map
to explore groping - unless it has time constraints. And when you arrive at the venue there is a big arrow logo, whether you are familiar with the 8 languages, as long as you have the patience, you can also enjoy this fun to complete the task. GTA series of games in general to maintain the original style, at
the same time in this will be more than 100 types of different modes of transport, lighting effects and scene modeling also made a careful optimization! However, the relatively recent launch of the 3D action game masterpiece, will still be inferior, while the lens control will occasionally appear slow response
phenomenon. Overall, Grand Theft Auto: Vice City maintained its unique classic elements, for this 10-year-old game is still strong, he naturally became a unique symbol, but if the single play, maybe you will find that its first amazing experience of freedom has been gone as time goes by, like most of the
nostalgic games left behind, so that the player harvest more is moving, not a surprise. On the 10th anniversary of the launch of the legendary game Grand Theft Auto: Vice City, the release of Rockstar Games launched this popular game for Android devices. Whether you are a longtime gamer or a
beginner, you have definitely heard of this game. Let's take a look back at the development of Grand Theft Auto: Vice City. The first version of the game for the Playstation, was released in North America on October 29, 2002. I was immediately impressed with this game. I often wonder why there is such a
realistic game, allowing players to do everything in a city like in real life. The game then supported both Xbox and PC consoles in 2003. The game appeared on the App Store on August 28, 2011. No need to talk much about this game. If you've tried it once, you'll definitely want to play Grand Theft Auto:
Vice City one more time. The setting of the 1980s-inspired American game in a fantasy city is somewhat similar to Miami, a time of economic crisis, drugs and crime raging everywhere. The main character of the game is Tommy Vercetti, a mafia player who has just been released from prison for an
unsuccessful drug trafficking mission. During the between him and the Vance brothers in the dock, an unknown third party ambushed, capturing Tommy's bodyguards, however he luckily escaped. Tommy begins the journey to find the traitor, while building a big gang for himself. Becoming a real
criminalGrand Theft Auto: Vice City is a combination of many genres such as shooting, adventure, action, role-playing. In the beginning, the first thing that everyone who plays Grand Theft Auto: Vice City does is... Rob a car on the road. Your character will slowly go forward, chase the car owner out and
become a legitimate owner. It feels like everything in this city belongs to you. You can do whatever you want, get everything you need. However, don't be foolish to do this in real life. You will be free to explore the open city of this game. Drive the most expensive cars, move around the city and tease the
beautiful girls on the road. Of course, you'll get bored quickly. What makes Grand Theft Auto: Vice City really attractive to players is the special mission system. After driving a car to the nightclub to pick up the daughter of tycoon Cortez named Mercedes (who later became Tommy's girlfriend), he officially
works for the tycoon to find the drug lost. Perform tasks such as looting, selling drugs or even murder. Sure, the police won't be able to rest in peace. They always want to find and arrest you. You can shoot them, but this is not very recommended. Every time you shoot the police, you will increase the
number of stars yourself. The more stars, the higher the wanted level. The police will mobilize a huge force to take you down. If you have five stars, you've probably officially received the death penalty. Weapons &amp; vehiclesA killer must be proficient in using weapons. Your money can buy a variety of
weapons. You can use a full range of familiar weapons such as machine guns, rifles, pistols,... In this game. Good news for you. You don't have to buy a car because you can get a car anywhere. The vehicles in Grand Theft Auto: Vice City are also very diverse. You just go down the street and A favorite
car. You can drive at the speed of light in the city, or... GraphicsGrand Theft Auto: Vice City has a very realistic graphics. The look of the game is 80s American style. If you've ever seen movies like Scarface, Carlito's Way and Blow, you'll feel familiar playing. The style of vehicles, fashion, music all
reflected the real things during this period. ConclusionCan be said Grand Theft Auto: Vice City of Rockstar Games has become one of the monuments on the market. Every time you are sad, you can play this game to experience being a criminal, or simply drive around the city. After playing this game, you
can experience some of the same games as Gangstar New Orleans OpenWorld or Auto Theft Gangsters. Have fun! Download Grand Theft Auto: Vice City MOD APK for Android (Latest Edition) Grand Theft Auto: Vice City is a popular third-person game, now on Android. Sunny beaches with beauties in
bikinis, formidable guys in Hawaiian t-shirts, expensive cars and cool chests, the Mecca of luxury and crime – all this in GTA VC APK! The game takes place in the distant 80s. The protagonist of the game, which players will play, is the bandit Tommy Versetti, who recently left the prison walls. Upon
arriving in GTA Vice City, Tommy managed to start an illegal big deal by stealing a large of money. But something went wrong. Not having time to hide, and so as not to endanger his relatives and friends, Tommy should return everything to its places as soon as possible, paying off debts to mafia groups.
Download APK GTA Vice City for Android before you opens the world of the big city, where you are waiting for dozens of dangerous and at the same time interesting missions. Showdowns of authorities, fights, robberies, murders, confiscation of property and much more. In the criminal world, they do not
forgive mistakes, so your motto when completing missions will be the phrase kill or be killed. At your disposal will be a large arsenal of weapons: brass knuckles, club, knife, gun, shotgun, ultrasound, automatic and even a grenade launcher. Download FREE Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas APKRating:
(530 votes, 4.28/5) 4.28/5)
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